ABSTRACT Continuous k-nearest neighbor (CkNN) query processing is an important issue in spatial temporal databases. In real-world scenarios, query clients and data objects may move with uncertain speeds on the road networks, which makes retrieving the exact CkNN query result a challenge. This paper addresses the issue of processing probabilistic CkNN queries of uncertain data (CPkNN) for road networks, where moving objects and query points are restricted by the connectivity of the road network and the object-query distance updates affect the query result. A novel model is proposed to estimate network distances between moving objects and a submitted moving query in the road network. Then, a CPkNN query monitoring method is presented to continuously report the possible result objects within a given time interval. In addition, an efficient method is proposed to arrange all the candidate objects according to their probabilities of being a kNN of a query. The method then chooses the top-k objects as the final query result. In addition, we extend our method to large networks with high efficiency. Finally, extensive experiments are conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed schema.
I. INTRODUCTION
The main objective of continuous k-nearest neighbor (CkNN) query processing is to efficiently retrieve the k-nearest neighbors (kNN) of a moving query from a set of moving objects in a time interval [1] - [3] . This is one of the core research topics in the spatial database community [4] - [7] . Particularly, CkNN queries for road networks are an important aspect of CkNN queries and represent a more realistic scenario since the movement of objects and queries is always limited in certain types of networks. An example of a CkNN query for road networks is as follows: ''for a pedestrian that is walking on the street of a road network, find the nearest taxis to the pedestrian for the next 10 to 20 min based on his/her current moving speed and direction. In addition, the taxis are also moving on the streets of the road network''. A straightforward method is where we continuously process the query to determine the two nearest taxis over the next 10 to 20 min. However, such a method would inevitably result in enormous query processing costs. In recent years, various methods have been presented to process CkNN queries in road networks. However, most solutions have certain shortcomings: (1) Objects are assumed to move with constant speeds, which is unrealistic [8] , [9] . In addition, (2) object location updates are assumed to be discrete, and thus, inaccurate query results would be obtained between two successive update time instances [4] . These shortcomings mean that most CNN query methods cannot efficiently handle CkNN queries as in the above-mentioned example.
In this paper, we focus on processing probabilistic CkNN queries of uncertain data (CPkNN) for road networks. Specifically, we address the CPkNN problem with the following three assumptions: (1) All objects and queries move continuously in the road network, and the distance between an object and a query is the network distance, which equals the length of the shortest path between them, as opposed to the distance in Euclidean space. (2) We return valid results at any time being monitored. Finally, (3) the moving speeds of both objects and queries are allowed to vary over pre-set regions.
Hereafter, we call the probabilistic kNN queries of uncertain data PkNN queries. Similarly, we call an object that is one of the result objects of a PkNN query an PkNN object.
Since the moving speeds of objects and the query q are uncertain, the distance from an object o to the query q is not exactly known. Thus, the first issue that we should address is how to efficiently calculate the distance between object o and query q. In road networks, data objects and queries are constrained to move on the road segments of the road network, and it is not easy to calculate the distances between objects and queries when they can continuously move on the roads, especially when their moving speeds are variable. To address this issue, we propose two network distance functions, MaxDist q,o (t) and MinDist q,o (t), to give the maximal and minimal distances between object o and query q at any time t. By categorizing different location relationships between q and o and distinguishing the relationship of the two roads where q and o roam into two different states, we can efficiently obtain the MaxDist q,o (t) and MinDist q,o (t) functions. We observe that, when q and o move along the edges that they recently resided upon, the MaxDist q,o (t) and MinDist q,o (t) functions are polylines consisting of one, two or three line segments. Thus, subsequent probability calculations of candidate moving objects will be significantly simplified.
Based on these two presented network distance functions, a continuous PkNN (CPkNN) query processing method is proposed to continuously obtain the PkNN result set within a given time period. In particular, the PkNN result set consists of k PkNN objects, each of which has a larger probability of being one of the kNNs of query q than that of any other objects not in the PkNN result set. Our CPkNN method includes three stages, the pruning phase, the refining phase, and the probability evaluation and ranking phase. In the pruning phase, we first calculate the pruning distance D pruning , and then, using this distance value, we efficiently prune the objects that have no chance to be the query result object. The reserved objects are regarded as candidate objects and put into the candidate set. Then, in the second phase, we first construct the kNN-MaxDist-PolyLine of query q, and with this polyline, we can efficiently determine whether the candidate objects obtained in the first phase are the possible kNN objects of query q during the monitoring time period. Finally, in the last phase, we introduce the MeanDist q,o (t), the mean value of the distance between object o and query q at time t, to represent the network distance of the PkNN objects, which significantly simplify the probability calculation.
When updates of object speeds and directions occur, which implicitly means that some objects change their moving directions or their speeds exceed the speed limits, a straightforward method to derive valid query results is to re-execute the CPkNN algorithm, although this can greatly degrade the performance of our method. Instead, we modify the query result according to the speed and direction updates of the candidate objects to keep the query result valid. Moreover, by organizing the data structures in a novel and structured manner, we extend our method to address CPkNN queries in large networks with high efficiency. In particular, we can greatly reduce disk access costs.
In summary, the main contributions of the paper are listed as follows:
1. An uncertain network distance model is proposed to represent the network distances between moving objects and queries, where all objects and queries move continuously in the road network with uncertain speeds.
2. Based on the proposed network distance model, a continuous PkNN query monitoring method is introduced to obtain the PkNN results at each monitored time instance. By introducing the mean distance of q and o within the monitored time period, the calculation and ranking of the probability of each candidate object being a result object are greatly simplified.
3. The issues of processing object updates is addressed, instead of re-executing the CPkNN algorithm when speed and direction updates of candidate objects occur. By organizing the data structures in a novel and structured way, we extend our method to address CPkNN queries in large road networks with high efficiency and low disk access costs.
4. The performance of the CPkNN method is evaluated through a set of simulation experiments on both a real road network and a synthetic road network, and the results validate the effectiveness of our proposed method.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews related work. Section III gives the problem description, the data structures, and the proposed network distance model. Our CPkNN algorithm is described in Section IV, and Section V presents the experimental study. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK A. kNN QUERY METHODS FOR ROAD NETWORKS
A combination of network and Euclidean information was used to process static kNN queries for road networks [10] , thereby presenting two methods: IER and INE. INE is based on network expansion. Starting from the position of query q, INE incrementally explores the network to search for kNN result objects and examines the objects in ascending order of distance values. When the expansion radius is no smaller than the distance between the kth-nearest neighbor object and query q, the expansion is terminated. The efficiency of INE is decided by the object density. If the objects are sparsely distributed on a road network, the network expansion for searching kNNs is expected to pass through many nodes in the road network, and the efficiency could be low. We omit the discussion on IER since its performance is worse than that of INE according to the experimental results in [10] .
The Voronoi network nearest neighbor (VN3) method was presented to address kNN queries for road networks [11] and pre-calculated the network Voronoi polygons (NVPs) and the related network distance values to facilitate obtaining the query result set. The first NN of any query q is the generator of the NVP that contains q. If extra NNs are needed, the adjacent NVPs will be considered repeatedly. The VN3 method is efficient for networks with low object densities. However, in high-density networks, its performance degrades substantially.
A kNN query processing algorithm was proposed based on the idea of islands [12] . This island method includes two parts: a pre-computation part and an online network expansion part. The islands approach is flexible since it can control the computational burden of pre-calculations needed for computing kNN result objects. First, it pre-computes ''islands''. Then, using the pre-computed ''islands'', it performs network expansion from the query point to search for kNN objects. This method offers flexibility in balancing the pre-computation workload, the update cost of pre-computed data and the efficiency of the kNN queries. However, the position information of all the data objects must be known beforehand, and the update of the pre-computation data will affect the query efficiency.
B. CONTINUOUS kNN QUERY METHODS FOR ROAD NETWORKS
The issue of processing continuous k-nearest neighbor queries was addressed for road networks [13] , and two effcient methods were proposed: intersection examination (IE) and upper bound algorithm (UBA). IE is based on examining the kNNs of all the nodes and the split points on a given query path. UBA reduces the kNN computation cost since it can identify the nodes that do not have any split points. Cho and Chung [14] processed CkNN queries by proposing UNICONS, which combines the pre-computed kNN lists with Dijkstra's algorithm; thus, it is superior to the IE/UBA on road networks with high object densities. Safar [15] also focused on this issue and proposed a PINE (progressive incremental network expansion)-based method. In particular, they used a modified version of the IE method [13] to find the location of the split point(s) on the query path quickly and efficiently.
Two methods (called IMA and GMA) were proposed to address continuous kNN queries on road networks [4] . They used an in-memory data structure to ensure the connectivity of the road network and utilized a network expansion method to process concurrent CkNN queries. That work assumed that all the data objects and query points could move within the road network and re-calculated the kNN result set once an update occurred. In particular, the kNN result set could be incrementally obtained from the previous result set by processing all the updates that had occurred. In this way, the query processing cost could be greatly reduced. However, an obvious shortcoming of that method is that it would obtain inaccurate result sets between two continuous update time points.
Huang et al. [8] addressed the issue of continuously monitoring kNN queries over moving data objects on road networks. Their method consists of two phases: the pruning phase and the refining phase. The first phase determines a pruning distance, which can be used to prune all the objects that have no chance of being the result objects. The objective of the second phase is to verify whether a candidate object is a kNN object. This method can continuously produce the kNN result set of query q. However, it is assumed that the objects move with constant speeds.
C. OTHER SIMILARITY QUERY METHODS
Recently, several works have been performed on similarity queries in uncertain databases such as [3] , [16] - [20] on top-k queries, [21] - [23] on kNN and CkNN queries, and [24] , [25] on both continuous range (CR) queries and CkNN queries. However, these methods are unsuitable for CkNN query processing on road networks, which is a more realistic scenario.
III. MONITORING PROBABILISTIC CkNN QUERIES A. PROBLEM DEFINITION
This paper mainly addresses the issue of CPkNN over moving objects and queries with uncertain speeds in road networks. Fig. 1 presents an example of CPkNN queries. Data objects (o 1 to o 6 ) are denoted by solid circles, and a query point (q) is denoted by a solid triangle. The data objects and the query are all moving with uncertain speeds in the road network, and arrows indicate their directions of motion. We assume that the speeds of each object and query are bounded within a range shown in Fig. 1(c) , and each edge e i on the road network has a maximum speed shown in Fig. 1(d) . The positions of all six objects and the query point at the starting time point (t = 0) are shown in Fig. 1(a) . Since both the objects and the query move with certain speeds, we cannot obtain their exact positions at time t = 0.5. As shown in Fig. 1(b) , the possible location of an object or query at time t = 0.5 is along a line segment. Assume that query q wants to obtain its 2NNs within a certain period of time. Our method will produce the following query result: 4 and o 1 are all likely to be one of the 2NNs of q, and they are listed in descending order of their probabilities of being a 2NN.
B. DATA STRUCTURES
In this study, a weighted undirected graph is used to represent a road network. The graph consists of an edge set and a node set, where a graph node represents a road and an edge represents a road segment in the road network. In particular, each edge has a positive weight equal to its length.
Four in-memory tables are constructed to retain the information of the edges, nodes, data objects, and queries in the road network. The first table is the edge table T edge , which stores the following for each edge e: (1) its id (e.id), (2) its starting node (e.snode), (3) its ending node (e.enode), (4) its weight (e.w), (5) a set of identities for objects currently moving on edge e (e.obj_set), and (6) the maximum allowed speed along the edge (e.vlimit). To simplify processing queries, we assign an id for each node and assume that, for the two nodes of an edge e, the node with the smaller id is e.snode, and the other node is e.enode. Henceforth, whenever we refer to the position of a query or an object, we mean the edge e on which it travels and its distance from e.snode. We use the node table T node to store the following for each node n: (1) its id (n.id) and (2) the set of edges connecting to n (n.e adj ). The third table that we use is T obj , which stores the following for each object obj: (1) its id (obj.id), (2) the edge along which the object obj travels (obj.e), (3) the distance between the position of obj and the starting node of obj.e (obj.dist), (4) the minimum speed of obj (obj.v min ), and (5) the maximum speed of obj (obj.v max ). We assume that, if the moving direction of obj is from e.snode to e.enode of obj.e, its speed is positive; otherwise, it is negative. Finally, we use the query table T qry to store the following for each query q: (1) its id (q.id) and (2) its PkNN result within a certain time period (q.PkNN _final_Rslt). In particular, q.PkNN _final_Rslt is a set of tuples [26] .
For example, e 2 and e 4 in Fig. 1 (a) are distance determinate with a special path that starts and ends at the same node n 2 , whereas e 4 and e 5 are distance indeterminate.
To determine whether a pair of edges e i and e j in a road network is distance determinate, we use the following method. Assume that e i .snode and e i .enode are the ending nodes of edge e i , and e j .snode and e j .enode are the ending nodes of edge e j . To ease the network distance calculation, the distances between e i .snode (or e i .enode) and e j .snode (or e j .enode) of any node pair n i and n j are pre-calculated and retained in our system. Since both e i and e j have two ending points, there are a total of four distance values, i.e., d(e i .snode, e j .snode), d(e i .snode, e j .enode), d(e i .enode, e j .snode) and d(e i .enode, e j .enode). We then sort these four values in ascending order and in turn represent them with d 1 , d 2 , d 3 and d 4 , respectively. It is not difficult to see that if the following three predicates all hold, then e i and e j are distance determinate:
For ease of network distance calculation, we construct a matrix DD, where the value of DD ij is given by one of the following cases: a value of 0 means that e i and e j are distance indeterminate; otherwise, e i and e j are distance determinate, and there exists a shortest path connecting these two edges. Henceforth, we call the two endpoints of the shortest path the connecting nodes. There are four sub cases: the value <0,0> indicates that these two connecting nodes are ei.snode and ej.snode; <-1,-1> indicates that these two connecting nodes are ei.enode and ej.enode; <0,-1> indicates that these two connecting nodes are ei.snode and ej.enode; and <-1,0> indicates that these two connecting nodes are ei.enode and ej.snode. Similarly, we construct another matrix DN, where DN ij is the length of the shortest path connecting nodes n i and n j , to speed up the calculation.
C. MinDist q,o (t ) and MaxDist q,o (t ) CALCULATION
For a moving object o with constant speed, its location at
o.dist is the starting location of o, o.v is its moving speed, and t 0 is the starting time point. As the objects move in the road network, we first assume that they do not change their moving directions randomly except at the intersection of the road network. Thus, an object (or query) in our system keeps moving in a certain direction until it reaches an endpoint of the road segment that it locates, and its moving speed is between o.v min and o.v max . We defer the discussion of the more complicated cases where an object does change its direction of motion before reaching an intersection or where it exceeds the speed limit to Section IV-E.
By replacing the symbol v in the above equation with o.v min and o.v max , we can obtain two locations, l o (t) and L o (t), which are the nearest and farthest possible locations of object o at time t, respectively. Both l o (t) and L o (t) are upper bounded by the length of the edge at which object o resides. Similarly, we can obtain two locations, l q (t) and L q (t), which are the nearest and farthest possible locations of query q at time t, respectively. Note that the edge e at which o resides has a speed limit e.vlimit; if o.v max is larger than e.vlimit, we use e.vlimit as the maximum speed of o. At any time t, object o should be on the line segment from
, where l o (t) and L o (t) are two end points of the line segment.
also moves, and its length will change over time. Henceforth,
Given a data object o and a query point q, since the possible positions of o and q are both represented by line segments, we cannot calculate the exact distance from o to q at time t. Alternatively, we can estimate the distance from o to q using a Minimum distance and a Maximum distance. Particularly, two functions, MinDist q,o (t) and MaxDist q,o (t), are used to represent the Minimum distance and the Maximum distance, respectively, from o to q at time t. There are two possible cases for MinDist q,o (t) and MaxDist q,o (t), depending on whether they are moving along one edge:
Case 1: Object o and query q move along one edge e(n i , n j ). 
with each other. In this case, MinDist q,o (t) equals 0, and MaxDist q,o (t) equals the maximum of the following four distance values:
are disjoint, and MinDist q,o (t) (MaxDist q,o (t)) equals the minimum (maximum) of these four distance values.
Case 2: Object o and query q move along two different edges.
Assume that query q is moving along the edge e i (n k , n l ) and that object o is moving along the edge e j (n m , n n ). There are two sub-cases to consider:
(1) The edges e i and e j are distance determinate. According to Definition 1, there is a shortest path connecting e i and e j . For definiteness and without loss of generality, we assume that the two endpoints of this shortest path are n l and n n . FIGURE 3. Illustration of MaxDist q,o (t ) and MinDist q,o (t ) when e i and e j are distance determinate. In particular, the dotted curve between nodes n l and n n is the shortest path connecting e i and e j .
From Fig. 3 , we can see that MinD q,o (t) is equal to the sum of min
is the distance between point l q (t) and node n l and DN l,n is the distance from node n l to node n n . Using the matrix DD, d(l q (t),n l ) equals |q.dist + q.v min × (t − t 0 )+DD ij .value 0 × e i .w|, regardless of whether n l is e i .snode
(2) The edges e i and e j are distance indeterminate.
Recall that the possible locations of object o and query
, which are the position segments of o and q, respectively. As shown in Fig. 4 , the shortest path from any point in the position segments of o and q to the outside network should pass through the endpoints of these two segments. As a result, MinDist q,o (t) must equal the distance between an endpoint of (l q (t), L q (t)) and an endpoint of (
, are considered. In particular, MinDist q,o (t) equals the smallest of these four distance values.
When edges e i and e j are distance indeterminate, the exact value of MaxDist q,o (t) cannot be easily calculated for the following reasons: (1) It is time consuming to find the two points, one being on the position segment of q and the other being on the position segment of o, where the distance between these two points equals MaxDist q,o (t). (2) The value of MaxDistq,o(t) are changing over time. Thus, an approximate value, denoted by AppMaxDist q,o (t), is used as a substitute for MaxDist q,o (t).
We consider two requirements in our calculation of AppMaxDist q,o (t). First, existing CkNN methods in the pruning phase usually use MaxDist q,o (t) of kNN objects (evaluated at the starting time of each time period) to calculate the pruning distance, which is in turn used to filter out objects that cannot be query q's kNNs. Thus, AppMaxDist q,o (t) must be equal to or larger than the real value of MaxDist q,o (t) at any time instance to not omit any potential kNN objects. On the other hand, AppMaxDist q,o (t) should be as small as possible to prune unqualified objects as much as possible. Thus, AppMaxDist q,o (t) is set to be the sum of MinD q,o (t), the length of the position segment of q, and the length of the position segment of o. Our AppMaxDist q,o (t) meets these two requirements since it is no smaller than MaxDist q,o (t) at any time instance; in addition, it is the smallest possible value that we can choose for AppMaxDist q,o (t) and hence is closest to MaxDist q,o (t).
In general, MaxDist q,o (t) and MinDist q,o (t) can be represented by polylines that contain several (one to three) line segments. For example, when object o and query q move along one edge and toward each other, meet and then move away from each other within the same time period being monitored, MaxDist q,o (t) is a polyline consisting of one segment with a downward angle and one segment with an upward angle. Moreover, MinDist q,o (t) is a polyline consisting of one segment with a downward angle, a horizontal segment, and one segment with an upward angle. The CPkNN algorithm presented below will divide the time horizon being monitored into consecutive windows by the turning points of MaxDist q,o (t) and/or MinDist q,o (t) of the candidate objects of query q; hence, we ensure that these two functions are always linear in time within each time window.
IV. CPkNN ALGORITHM
This section mainly discusses how to continuously monitor a PkNN query in a road network. First, an efficient snapshot kNN method, such as INE [27] or NV3 [10] , is used to obtain the kNNs of query q at the starting time t s = 0. Thus, the most important aspect is how to continuously monitor the kNNs of query q and keep the result set valid during the monitoring time period. Note that, when an object or query in question reaches a road intersection, it may change its direction of motion or move to an adjacent edge of the edge at which it currently resides. Thus, we focus on the time period [t s , t e ], and t e is the earliest time point when a monitored object or the query arrives at a road intersection. In addition, the time span after t e is considered as a new monitoring time period. Below, we propose a CPkNN query monitoring method consisting of three phases: pruning, refining, and probability evaluation and ranking.
A. PRUNING PHASE
In the pruning phase, we attempt to efficiently prune the objects that cannot be the result objects. First, for any object o that belongs to the kNN set of query q at time t s , the maximum distance MaxDist q,o within [t s , t e ] is calculated. Then, these k distance values are sorted in ascending order, and the k th value (denoted as MD) is selected as the pruning distance. It is worth noting that other objects not belonging to the kNN set of query q at time t s may move into the distance range MD within the time period [t s , t e ]; thus, the pruning distance is enlarged by Mvlimit × (t e − t s ) to avoid pruning possible objects. In particular, Mvlimit is the largest vlimit of the edges that contain the kNNs of query q at time t s . Finally, the pruning distance, D pruning , is set to be MD+ Mvlimit ×(t e −t s ). As a result, any object within D pruning of query q at time t s is regarded as a candidate object and put into the candidate set O Cand , and all other objects can be excluded safely.
As an example, we use query q on edge e 4 moving with a speed in the range [-1 m/sec,-2 m/sec] in Fig. 1 . Assume that the 2NNs of q at time t s (t = 0) are o 4 and o 2 . Since query q moves with a speed within [-1 m/sec, -2 m/sec] toward n 2 and the distance between query q and node n 2 is 9, the shortest time needed for query q to reach node n 2 is 4.5 sec. Similarly, the shortest time for o 4 to reach node n 5 is 2 sec, and that for o 2 to reach node n 2 is 3 sec. Thus, o 4 is the first object to reach an intersection node, and the shortest travel time is 2 sec. Hence, t e , i.e., the end time of the period being monitored, is set to be 2 sec. We use NN 1 and NN 2 to denote the closest and second closest objects from q, respectively. The functions MaxDist q,NN 1 (t) and MaxDist q,NN 2 (t) are 11 + 6 ×t and 15-2 ×t, respectively. Thus, the maximum distances from o 4 
B. REFINING PHASE
The main goal of the refining phase is to determine all possible kNNs of PkNN query q within the time period [t s , t e ] by using O Cand obtained during the pruning phase. After the pruning phase, for query q at time instance t s , there is an object that ranks k th among all the objects in O Cand in terms of their maximum distances to q from nearest to farthest; we call this object k th _object. Since the query q and candidate objects continuously move with variable speeds in the road network, the k th _object may change over time. The time instances when the k th _object changes thus divide [t s , t e ] into several sub-periods, each having a k th _object. Then, using the function MaxDist q,k th _object , the maximum distance line of the k th _object of each sub-period is drawn. By joining all these maximum distance lines of adjacent sub-periods together, we obtain a polyline called the kNN-MaxDist-Polyline of q (an example is shown in Fig. 5 ). Algorithm 1 gives the refining phase of our method, which consists of two main stages: (1) constructing the kNNMaxDist-Polyline of query q and (2) If the minimum distance between object o and query q is larger than MaxDist q,k th _object at time t, o cannot be a kNN of q at this time point; otherwise, it is possible to be a kNN object. Moreover, kNN-MaxDist-Polyline characterizes MaxDist q,k th _object within the time period [t s , t e ]. As a result, if the Minimum distance line of object o intersects kNNMaxDist-Polyline at time t, there are two sub-cases: 1) If o does not belong to the current PkNN _Set, which means that the Minimum distance function of o is above kNN-MaxDistPolyline before t, intersects with it at t, and then comes below it after t, then o should be included in PkNN _Set. 2) If o is already in the current PkNN _Set, which means that the Minimum distance function of o is below kNN-MaxDist-Polyline before t, intersects with it at t, and then comes above it after t, then o should be removed. This mean that, whenever the Minimum distance line of an object intersects kNN-MaxDistPolyline, PkNN _Set will be changed, and this time instance is called the Result Change Time instance (RCT).
In the second stage of Algorithm 1, lines 17-18 1) use PkNN _Set to include every object whose Minimum distance lines are not above kNN-MaxDist-Polyline at t s ; 2) use t a (t b , resp.), initialized to t s , to record the beginning (the end, resp.) of the sub-periods within [ 
C. PROBABILITY EVALUATION AND RANKING PHASE
After the refining phase, for each sub-period, if the number of possible objects is greater than k, we will need to compare the probability values of objects in PkNN _Set being one of the kNNs of q. Algorithm 2 gives the pseudo code of this probability evaluation and ranking phase. We use the set PkNN _final_Rslt to retain the final PkNN query result, and we use the list PkNN _List to retain the PkNN objects of query q in descending order of probability values (line 3 of Algorithm 2). Both PkNN _final_Rslt and PkNN _List are initialized as empty. For an object o, its probability of being a kNN object of query q within [t i , t j ] is denoted as P o ([t i , t j ]). Continuing our discussion of the example shown in kNN result set of query q. Thus, we only arrange all PkNN objects in descending order of their probabilities of being a kNN of q, rather than calculating the exact probability values, to simplify the calculation. Proof: According to the definition and properties of the mean value, the mean value of a variable v, denoted as M(v), denotes that the probability of the value of v being larger than M(v) is 0.5, and the probability of the value of v being smaller than M(v) is also 0.5. Thus, as shown in Fig. 6 ], i.e., t = (t i + t j )/2 (line 17). Next, we insert the objects in PkNN _set into PkNN _List in ascending order of mean distances at time (t i + t j )/2 (line 18). Thus, the objects o in PkNN _List are in descending order of
, and the first k objects are the kNNs that we want. Finally, we combine these sub-periods in an ordered manner (along with their PkNN _Lists) to obtain the final query result set (line 19), which is the following:
D. HANDLING THE VELOCITY AND MOVING DIRECTION UPDATE OF CANDIDATE OBJECTS
If object o changes its direction of motion or its speed exceeds its speed limit due to varying traffic conditions, it may move out of its position segment. Hereafter, we call this situation, i.e., a monitored object moves out of its position segment within the monitored time period [t s , t e ], an object update. For a query q, an object update of its candidate objects may invalidate the previous query result; thus, we need to make corresponding modifications to make the query result valid. Note that the object updates of non-candidate objects will not affect the query result of q. A straightforward approach to updating the query result is re-executing the CPkNN algorithm when object updates of candidate objects occur. Nevertheless, this approach will greatly degrade the efficiency and flexibility of our method. Instead, we propose the following strategy to handle these object updates to ensure that the PkNN query result remains valid.
Assume that if an object moves out of its position segment at time t u , it sends its new position, minimum speed, maximum speed, and moving direction to the server. When the server receives an object update, it first determines whether the object o who sends this update is a candidate object of query q. If the object is not a candidate object, no processing is needed; otherwise, we re-calculate the two distance functions of o after t u , i.e., MinDist q,o (t) and MaxDist q,o (t). Then, there exist two cases regarding whether object o belongs to the PkNN result set of q within [t u , t e ].
Case 1: o belongs to the PkNN result set of query q within [t u , t e ].
Remember that, in subsection IV-A, we calculated the pruning distance of query q, i.e, D pruning , and determined the O Cand , consisting of those objects whose distances from q at 
E. EXTENSION TO LARGE ROAD NETWORKS
It is widely believed that kNN query methods based on precomputation cannot easily be extended to kNN queries in large road networks. This is because the pre-computed information of a large road network is always too large in size to be kept in memory; thus, substantial data switching between the main memory and auxiliary storage will greatly degrade the performance of query methods. As discussed in Section 3.2, we have two pre-computed structures, i.e., the matrixes DD and DN , and the sizes of these two matrixes are very large for large road networks. For example, if the road network has 100k edges, the number of elements kept in DD will be 100k * 100k, i.e., 10G. Obviously, we cannot assign this much memory space for the matrix DD and similarly for DN . Now, we will discuss how to efficiently organize these two matrixes to minimize the access times for auxiliary storage, usually on disk, to improve the performance of the CPkNN query method.
We take matrix DN for instance, although the discussion of matrix DD is similar. We partition the road network as follows. First, a grid cell is used to confine the entire scope of the road network. If the number of network nodes overlapped by the cell is larger than a preset threshold value δ, this cell is further divided into four sub-cells symmetrically. This step is repeated until each cell includes no more than δ nodes. In particular, the value δ is determined by the size of the disk block and the size of an element of matrix DN to ensure that δ*δ distance values take almost exactly a full disk block. Thus, we have δ = block size the size of an element of DN . The second step is to number the nodes in the road network. Here, we use a special two-level numbering method. In particular, the number of each node includes two parts. The first part is the number of the cell in which it resides, and the second part is the number of the node in which the cell resides. Now, we consider how to number each cell that we obtain. However, the cells are located in a two-dimensional space, and the numbers of cells are in a linear sequence. To keep neighboring cells (especially the nodes within cells) within the two-dimensional space adjacent to each other according to their linear numbers, a space-filling curve can be adopted to schedule the numbers of cells based on their orders on the curve. The space-filling curve that we choose is very similar to Hilbert Curves (HC), except that our curve is a combination of several different orders of Hilbert curves. We omit the processing details due to space limitations. Similarly, we can obtain the second number of a node, that is, the number of the node in the cell in which it resides.
Then, we discuss how to organize and store the matrix DD. In general, we consider the nodes within a cell together and obtain the construction of matrix DD as follows.
Consider that the matrix DD and each sub matrix DD cell i ,cell j are both symmetric with respect to the main diagonals; thus, we only need to keep the upper (or lower) triangular matrix. Here, the lower triangular matrix is chosen. As a result, we can modify the value δ to further save space as follows: δ = block size the size of an element of DN × 2. Thus, DD cell i ,cell j , which is an element of matrix DD, only requires a disk block. Then, we store the lower triangular matrix of matrix DD in (m*m+ m)/2 continuous disk blocks in a row-major order:
Considering that the nodes within the same cell are very close to each other and that the distances between the nodes within the same cell are frequently used in processing CPkNN queries, we store m special elements DD cell i ,cell i (i = 1, 2, ,m), which keeps the distances between the nodes within the cell i, in main memory. In this way, we can greatly reduce disk access for matrix DD.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
This section evaluates the performance of our CPkNN algorithm and the techniques that we use to increase the algorithm efficiency in large road networks through simulation experiments. Hereafter, we call this the improved technique. The method proposed in [26] , called PLS hereafter, is chosen as our competitor. Note that, in [26] , we compared the PLS method with the IMA method [4] , and the experimental results show that the performance of PLS is better than that of IMA. In particular, there are four algorithms: the CPkNN algorithm; the PLS algorithm; CPkNN with the improved technique, which is called CPkNN _Imp; and PLS with the improved technique, which is called PLS_Imp. We evaluate the average CPU time and average disk access time of the four methods for processing CkNN queries in road networks. Moreover, we investigate the precision of the four algorithms by evaluating the percentage of retrieved kNNs that are real. Let kNN get be the set of kNN objects retrieved by these four methods. For CPkNN and CPkNN _Imp, kNN get includes the first k objects in PkNN _List. While, for PLS and PLS_Imp, kNN get includes k objects whose probability values rank the first k objects in PkNN _Set. Besides, let kNN real be the real kNN set of query q. Then, precision is as follows.
A. ENVIRONMENTS AND PARAMETERS Four methods are tested on a real road network, i.e., the traffic network of the San Francisco Bay Area in America, and on a synthetic grid network. In particular, the San Francisco Bay network includes 175,343 nodes and 223,308 edges, and the synthetic grid network contains M*M grid cells, where the value of M will vary in the experiments. A set of queries and objects are randomly distributed among the road network. Each object or query moves within the road network at an uncertain speed, varying between a smaller and larger speed. The difference between these two speed values for an object is 30 mph. Moreover, the input and distance-calculations of the proposed and compared methods are the same. Table 1 shows the parameters that control the following experiments, and the default values are shown in bold face. 
B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The first set of experiment evaluates the effect of query time interval on the performance of these four methods. As shown in Fig. 7(a) , the CPU time of all the algorithms increases when the query interval length becomes longer. The reason lies in that if the query interval length becomes longer, more objects will reach the network nodes, hence more processing time will be spared. Clearly, the performance of CPkNN is almost 15.9% better than that of PLS at all time intervals since CPkNN just determines the probability order of PkNN objects, instead of calculating the exact probability values of PkNN objects as in PLS. Moreover, there is a similar relationship between CPkNN _Imp and PLS_Imp. Fig. 7(b) FIGURE 7 . Effect of query interval length. shows that the precision of CPkNN is always greater than 89.0% during the whole monitored time period, and the precision varies between different query intervals. This is because the position segment of an object or query increases as the time interval increases; thus, the precision decreases correspondingly. On the other hand, when an object or query reaches a road endpoint, CPkNN will terminate the current query, and all current kNN objects and the query will send their locations and speeds to the system. Thus, the precision will increase at that time. Similarly, the precision of PLS varies between different query intervals, and it is greater than 85.0% in each case. Moreover, the precision changing trend of PLS_Imp is similar to that of PLS, and the precisions of CPkNN _Imp and CPkNN are almost equal. Fig. 7(c) shows that the number of accessed disk blocks of PLS and CPkNN is much larger than that of CPkNN _Imp and PLS_Imp, and the varying query interval length has a greater influence on the first two algorithms than the last two algorithms. For PLS and CPkNN , if the query interval increases, more edges and nodes will be involved in the query processing, and thus, more disk blocks are accessed. For CPkNN _Imp and PLS_Imp, this is because these two algorithms adopt the special improvement technique to organize the two large pre-computed structures, which are matrixes DD and DN ; thus, the number of accessed disk blocks is greatly reduced. The second set of experiments studies the impact of different k values on the algorithms. As shown in Fig. 8(a) , the CPU time of the algorithms increases when the value of k increases. This is because, as k increases, the number of qualified objects also increases; thus, there are more comparison operations among these qualified objects for obtaining the query result set. In general, CPkNN _Imp and CPkNN outperform their competitors in every situation. Fig. 8(b) tells us that these four algorithms become slightly more precise when k increases. The precision of CPkNN and CPkNN _Imp is greater than 86.0% in all cases, and the precision of PLS and PLS_Imp is slightly less than that of CPkNN and CPkNN _Imp. Fig. 8(c) depicts the number of accessed disk blocks as a function of k. The number of accessed disk blocks for CPkNN and PLS increases greatly as k increases. On the other hand, for CPkNN _Imp and PLS_Imp, k has little effect on their performance.
We also evaluate the impact of query cardinality on these four methods. The experimental results tell us that the CPU time of these methods increases almost linearly when the query cardinality increases. This is obvious since the total running time is obtained by adding the processing time of all the queries in the system together. We omit the figures since this result is apparent.
Next, we study the impact of object cardinality on the performance of these methods. As shown in Fig. 9(a) , the CPU overhead of these four methods decreases as the object cardinality increases. This is because when we increase the number of objects in the system, the object density increases correspondingly, and the monitoring range of a query decreases as well; thus, the number of distance computations and comparisons needed decreases. As a result, the running time decreases. Fig. 9(b) shows that larger object cardinalities will degrade the precision performance of the four algorithms slightly. This is because, when the object density increases, there are more objects whose position segments overlap with each other; thus, some faulty results can occur. Fig. 9(c) shows that the object cardinality also has a very different effect on the number of accessed disk blocks under these four methods. For CPkNN and PLS, the number of accessed disk blocks decreases obviously as the object cardinality increases. In contrast, the decreasing trend is rather gentle for CPkNN _Imp and PLS_Imp.
Finally, we evaluate the impact of the number of vertices in the network on the performances of the methods. In particular, a synthetic 2-dimensional grid network is used, with 300*300 as its default grid size, which contains 5k queries and 500k objects following a random distribution. In this set of experiments, the grid size of the network varies from 100*100 to 500*500, and the number of objects (queries) contained changes correspondingly to maintain a fixed ratio between objects (queries) and edges. Fig. 10(a) shows that, as the number of cells increases, the CPU time of these methods increases obviously as well. This is because, as the network size increases, the number of queries in the system increases. As shown in Fig. 10(b) , the precision of these methods remains almost unchanged as the network size varies. Fig. 10(c) shows that the number of accessed disk blocks of these algorithms increases greatly as the grid size increases. This is mainly because the number of queries needed to be processed increases strongly when we increase the network size.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper addresses the issue of answering probabilistic CkNN queries of uncertain data (CPkNN) for road networks. An uncertain network distance model is proposed to calculate the network distance values. Based on the distance model, a continuous PkNN query monitoring method is proposed to obtain the PkNN result set of the query within a given time interval. Our method consists of three phases: pruning, refining, and a probability evaluation and ranking phase. Instead of calculating the probability values of PkNN objects, an efficient method is presented to arrange these PkNN objects in descending order of probability values, and the first k objects are chosen as the final kNN set. In addition, we address the issue of how to process object updates to maintain the query result. Moreover, by organizing the data structures in a novel and structured manner, we extend our method to address CPkNN queries for large road networks with high efficiency and low disk access costs. Simulation results show that the proposed method is efficient, precise and scalable. He is currently a Lecturer with Central China Normal University. His research interests include query processing on spatial textual data, privacy and security in databases, and uncertain data management. VOLUME 4, 2016 
